
Fun with numbers
Number Day Match involves lots and lots of numbers 
that all relate to the work of the NSPCC, but will you 
match the correct numbers to the correct question?

Number Day Match can involve pupils, teachers and  
parents too. The whole school can have fun while learning 
about the NSPCC and raising money at the same time. 
Pupils can be given the question sheet and asked to  
guess the answers or research using the NSPCC website 
www.nspcc.org.uk

How to raise money
Pupils, parents and teachers can be sponsored for  
every question they get right or parents and carers  
can make a donation.

What you need:
    The question sheet, which contains a series of  

questions about the NSPCC as well as the answers – 
however the answers need to be matched to the  
correct question.

   A small prize for the winning person / team (optional).

How to play:
      Number Day Match can be run in class or  

as an activity for pupils to complete at home.

      The activity can be done individually, in teams,  
or you could invite parents and staff to join in.

      You could choose to set this as research or homework 
for older pupils. They could use the NSPCC website to 
find their answers and learn more about the history of 
the NSPCC and how we help children.
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*Supported by

* Number Day is supported by Man AHL and Oxford University Press, 
led by NSPCC.
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Age 9+ pupils, teachers and parents

NUMBER DAY 
MATCH-quiz

To take part, draw a line from the question to the answer. 

1. What year did NSPCC form?

2. What percentage of Childline counselling sessions take place online?

3.  How many letters are there in the name of the Speak out. Stay safe.  
green speech bubble mascot?

4. How many visits did the Childline website get in 2017-18?

 
5.  How many Childline counselling sessions were there with children  

and young people last year?

6. How many schools did the NSPCC Schools Service visit in 2017-18?

7.  Net Aware is the NSPCC and O2’s guide to the social networks children use. How many 
sites, apps and games does it currently review? 

8.    What is the Childline number?

9. How many volunteer counsellors does Childline have?

10. How many hours do 5-15 year-olds spend online per week on average?

11. How many points would you get in Scrabble for the word Buddy?

12. On average how often does a child contact Childline?

13.  Childline is there for children and young people 24 hours a day, every day. So how many 
hours is it there for children in a year?

14. How much is a child charged for making a call to Childline? 

15. How many children did the Speak out. Stay safe. programme speak to last year?

0800 1111

15 hours

12 

0.00

 
1884

73%

Over 1,400 

5 (Buddy)

25

Almost 3.2 million visits

40

Over 295,000

Nearly 1.8 million 

Over 7,800

8760

*Supported by

* Number Day is supported by Man AHL and Oxford University Press, 
led by NSPCC.
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NUMBER DAY 
MATCH-ANSWERS

1884

73%

5 (Buddy) 

Almost 3.2  
 million visits

 Almost 280,000

 
 

Over 7,800

40 

08001111

Over 1,400

15 hours

12

25 seconds 

8760 

0.00

Nearly 1.8 million  
children

1. What year did NSPCC form?

2. What percentage of Childline counselling sessions take place online?

3.  How many letters are there in the name of the Speak out. Stay safe.  
green speech bubble mascot?

4. How many visits did the Childline website get in 2017-18?

 
5.  How many Childline counselling sessions were there with children  

and young people last year?

 

6. How many schools did the NSPCC Schools Service visit in 2017-18??

7.  Net Aware is the NSPCC and O2’s guide to the social networks children use. How many 
sites, apps and games does it currently review? 

8.   What is the Childline number?

9. How many volunteer counsellors does Childline have?

10. How many hours do 5-15 year-olds spend online per week on average?

11. How many points would you get in Scrabble for the word Buddy?

12. On average how many seconds are there between contacts to Childline?

13.  Childline is there for children and young people 24 hours a day, every day. So how many 
hours is it there for children in a year?

14. How much is a child charged for making a call to Childline? 

15. How many children did the Speak out. Stay safe. programme speak to last year?

*Supported by

* Number Day is supported by Man AHL and Oxford University Press, 
led by NSPCC.


